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A B S T R A C T

At present, energy consumption strongly affects the financial payback period of industrial robots, as well as the
related manufacturing process sustainability. Henceforth, during both design and manufacturing management
stages, it becomes crucial to assess and optimize the overall energy efficiency of a robotic cell by means of digital
manufacturing tools. In practice, robotic plant designers and managers should be able to provide accurate de-
cisions also aimed at the energy optimization of the robotic processes. The strong scientific and industrial re-
levance of the topic has led to the development of many solutions but, unfortunately, state of the art industrial
manipulators are equipped with closed controllers, which heavily limit the feasibility and performance of most
of the proposed approaches. In light of the aforementioned considerations, the present paper presents a novel
simulation tool, seamlessly interfaced with current robot offline programming tools used in industrial practices,
which allows to automatically compute energy-optimal motion parameters, thus reducing the robot energy
consumption, while also keeping the same productivity and manufacturing quality. The main advantage of this
method, as compared to other optimization routines that are not conceived for direct integration with com-
mercial industrial manipulators, is that the computed parameters are the same ones settable in the robot control
codes, so that the results can automatically generate ready-to-use energy-optimal robot code. Experimental tests,
performed on a KUKA Quantec KR210 R2700 prime industrial robot, have confirmed the effectiveness of the
method and engineering tool.

1. Introduction

Sustainable manufacturing may be defined as a production model
where both present and future needs are contemporarily accounted for,
implying that social, ecological and economic impacts should be
quantitatively assessed and optimized [1–3]. Manufacturing companies
aim at implementing sustainable manufacturing, in order to improve
profitability, by reducing both consumption of resources and global
expenses, as well as by satisfying the incoming ecological impact reg-
ulatory constraints. Additionally, the huge adoption of Industrial Ro-
bots (IR), needed to satisfy the ever-increasing requirements in terms of
manufacturing quality, customization and flexibility, has further raised
the necessity of improving the energy efficiency of robotic plants. In
fact, IR Energy Consumption (EC) has a strong impact on the overall
manufacturing costs and final products carbon footprint.

Within this engineering field, present researches dealing with the
improvement of energy efficiency basically follow two different

approaches:

• Eco-efficient design methods [4], which involve the introduction of
new energy-efficient hardware [5] or the improvement/re-adaption
of the plant lay-out;
• Eco-efficient programming methods, which offer the possibility to re-
duce the EC also on existing plants, with a minimum investment cost
and an overall higher financial impact, due to the huge number of
robots installed worldwide. This approach includes the optimization
of the production scheduling [6–9] and the energy-optimal IR pro-
gramming [10–13].

In the following, we focus on the latter approach and, in particular,
on IR energy-optimal programming for its wider impact: in fact, as
clearly underlined in the past literature [12], existing robotic plants
consume on the order of hundreds of kWh per day, so that any EC re-
duction may lead to a very substantial cost and carbon footprint
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decrease in the long term. The present work specifically addresses
current programming practices and IR controllers closed architecture,
in order to propose an approach which could be effectively im-
plemented in industry. To this purpose, the following aspects should be
taken into account:

• IR controllers are robust and easy to use, but their closed archi-
tecture inhibits the adoption of many control strategies, therefore
eco-efficient programming methods should be specifically designed
to be implemented into state of the art IR controllers.
• In most cases, IR motions are programmed offline via dedicated
robot simulation packages, such as Delmia Robotics (from Dassault
Systèmes [14]), RobotStudio (from ABB [15]) or KUKA.Sim (from
KUKA AG [16]), which can simulate the IR movement in a virtual
plant and, subsequently, provide (as a direct output) the robot code
that can be readily uploaded onto the physical system. Some of these
software are vendor-specific tools (i.e. they can simulate only IR
produced and sold by one vendor), whereas others are conceived as
general purpose simulators. In the latter case, these tools actually
provide only an approximation of the real IR trajectory. To this
purpose, the simulations can be highly improved by employing a
vendor-specific plug-in, namely the so-called RCS module [17],
which basically acts as a black-box model that computes the IR
trajectories with the same proprietary algorithms employed in the
physical controller. Last generation IR RCS modules and vendor
proprietary simulation tools are able to compute also the EC but its
optimization is unfeasible. It is relevant to note that, differently
from several other works [10], such EC computation takes into ac-
count also the EC of the IR cabinet electronics, which cannot be
neglected due to its relevant contribution.
• Robotic processes programming involves many concurrent decisions
and the EC optimization should be performed in few minutes
without requiring relevant modifications in the design workflow
and, especially, in the IR programming practices. Ideally, the EC
optimization should be integrated with the aforementioned robot
simulation and offline programming packages, providing the auto-
matic generation of energy-optimal robot code.
• Commonly, IR programmers are not totally free to impose a complex
end-effector trajectory, the IR motions mostly employed in practice
being Point-to-Point (PtP) programmed in the joint space and linear
movements of the end-effector (also circular movements are easily
programmable but they are very rarely used). For what concerns
such commands, the robot simulation package computes an end-
effector path that cannot be adjusted in any other way rather than
dividing the path itself into series of smaller motions.
• For what concerns the IR motion laws, the only setting available to
the programmer is a control on the maximum velocity and accel-
eration limits, which by default are set as maximum. Since, gen-
erally, any information about the IR energy consumption is not
available, also skilled operators usually program their robots to
follow a path in the quickest possible way, despite the fact that such
execution speed may be actually unnecessary. For instance, it has
been shown that, in a robotic cell composed of several robots, many
IR spend a lot of their time in standstill mode of operation, thus
wasting the electrical energy needed to provide the motor torque
that counterbalance the IR own weight and power their controller
[18]. This strategy is surely not energy-optimal nor required to as-
sure the plant production rate. An energy aware robot programming
would employ the correct value of velocity and acceleration para-
meters that allow to perform each operation within the right amount
of time.

In particular, an effective method to reduce the EC of robotic cells

has been proposed by the authors in [18], in which a linear time-scaling
approach has been developed on the basis of an energy consumption
model, that takes into account both mechanical and electrical con-
tributions. Outcome of this approach is the so-called Energy Signature,
namely a function describing the motion EC at varying time-scaling
ratio. The IR energy signature shows that, for a given and fixed geo-
metrical end-effector path, it is possible to quickly compute an energy
optimal scaling parameter. This paper builds upon these previous re-
sults by providing three critical advancements:

• An improved and more accurate IR system mechatronic model,
which accounts for the whole chain of components from the elec-
trical energy source to the manipulator mechanical structure, in-
cluding the robot cabinet;
• A new algorithm and engineering method, in which the Energy
Signature concept has been extended and where the time-scaling has
been substituted by a completely novel approach, based on the IR
motion velocity and acceleration limits, that can be directly and
easily set within state of the art IR controllers;
• An optimization method which is interfaced with a commercial
robot simulation tool, thus allowing to automatically generate a
robot code that can be practically employed in the physical system.

In summary, the difference of the method, as compared to other
approaches (e.g. [18–22]), lays in the fact that the optimization results
can be seamlessly applied also on state of the art IR, whose closed
controller allows a limited parameters setting. In addition, final results
have been validated on a real industrial manipulator, confirming the
practical efficacy of the proposed procedure and the capability to pro-
vide better EC reductions as compared to previous methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an
in-depth review of the state-of-the-art and recalls methods and concepts
which are useful for the scope of this paper; Section 3 presents an
overall IR energy-model; Section 4 describes how the EC is computed,
leveraging on the standard functionalities offered by the robot simu-
lation tool Delmia Robotics; Section 5 reports about the optimization
method and provides a numerical example; Section 6 provides experi-
mental results, whereas Section 7 reports the concluding remarks and
discusses about future directions of improvement.

2. Literature review on eco-programming methods and tools

Owing to the definition provided in the Introduction, the difference
between eco-design and eco-programming methods (and related en-
gineering tools), mainly lays in the time-frame and related financial
investments on which these strategies are reasonably applicable:
medium-long term with higher financial investment for the eco-design
of novel robotic plants, as compared to the short term and reduced
investment for eco-programming (or energy optimization of robotic
processes), which is applicable to both new and existing plants.

Eco-programming (also termed SW-based methods [23]) leverages
on the possibility of modifying the motion planning of single and/or
multiple IR in order to reduce the EC. Unfortunately, as previously
recalled in the Introduction, some SW-based methods proposed in the
literature are actually unpractical (since theoretical energy-optimal
motions may need non-standard routines to be fully implementable in
the real industrial controllers), a huge amount of proposals has been
presented in the past literature (see e.g. [23] for a review). SW-based
methods can be classified as: i) trajectory optimization strategies,
whose outcome is a modification of IR paths and/or motion profiles; ii)
scheduling optimization, where the coordination of multiple IR motions
at factory level is considered. In both cases, it is necessary to define
accurate system models, capable of predicting the overall EC as
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function of the motion parameters. In particular, it is self-evident that
the EC prediction on a virtual prototype requires the capability to
evaluate the IR dynamic behaviour in terms of inertial forces, motor
torques and currents, along with the various sources of energy loss both
in the IR drive system (inverters, DC-bus, and rectifier) and in the
mechanical parts (reducers, etc.). Naturally, the more precise the
models the better the outcomes of any optimization strategy, however,
it must be noted that even less precise models can depict effective op-
timizations.

Accurate information about the robot EC can be retrieved using
different methods, namely detailed open-source mathematical models,
black-box vendor proprietary tools or online measurements. Open-
source model-based approaches [8,11,18] enable fast EC optimizations,
even if the EC prediction accuracy may be limited by the precision of
the required model parameters. Some robot vendors confidentially
provide such parameters, otherwise, system identification techniques
are needed [24]. Robot vendor proprietary tools (e.g. RCS) [15,19] are
accepted by industrial end-users as validation standard, however en-
ergy-optimization routines which require to iteratively communicate
with the RCS module end up being very slow. Online measurements
[10] have the main drawback to require the physical robot cell, thus
being applicable only after the actual cell commissioning. In any case, it
must be underlined that most of the energy optimization approaches
found in literature could adopt any of the three methods. Regarding
model-based approaches (either open-source or black-box), it is pos-
sible to simulate components belonging to different physical domains
(i.e. the IR mechanical structure along with the IR electrical compo-
nents). Beside the models described in the present paper, examples of
detailed mechatronic approaches for EC prediction can be found in
[25–28]. Once an EC prediction model is defined, the IR paths or its
motion parameters can be optimized in order to be more energy effi-
cient, with no actual need for hardware replacement. From a termi-
nology standpoint, these optimization strategies may be applied to ei-
ther PtP or Multi-Point (MP) trajectories, the main limit being the
possibility to practically implement energy-optimal motions, which
comply with the hard restrictions of state-of-the-art industrial con-
trollers. As an attempt to possibly cope with such restriction, the time
scaling approach has been presented in [18,25], leveraging on the idea
that the EC can be reduced by scaling the operations execution time to
an optimal value. With the exception of robotic processes representing
the bottleneck tasks, which are usually of limited number within a ro-
botic production line, in real life practice, such approach does not
compromise the production rate and final cycle time, and it is applied to
reduce idle times and/or speed up some slow motions. At last, when the
EC of multiple IR (also in case of shared workspace) is accounted for,
energy-optimal operation scheduling can be seen as viable eco-pro-
gramming method. Practically speaking, when several IR operate si-
multaneously, the overall workload can be optimally scheduled in order
to avoid queues and idle times (see e.g. [8] and [23] for a more in-depth
review).

2.1. Background on IR programming methods and tools

From a rather wide point of view, which also considers the specific
aspects of IR collaborative tasks with human co-workers [29], an “op-
timal” IR motion should account for several aspects, namely:

• Feasibility: the IR kinematic and dynamic constraints shall be sa-
tisfied (i.e. angular limits of the joints [30], actuators saturation in
terms of torque, velocity and acceleration).
• Safety: collision avoidance shall be enforced at all time. In case of co-
workers in a shared workspace, the velocity of every IR part may be
limited in order to reduce risks arising from potential impacts with

humans.
• Optimality: the IR motion should be optimized (once the first two
criteria are met) in terms of specific cost functions, the most prac-
tically useful being time-optimality (to reduce cycle times, e.g.
[31,32]) and energy consumption.

Naturally, for collaborative robotics applications within partially
structured environments, real-time motion adaptivity may also become
crucial [33]. Having in mind such aspects, as widely known, IR can be
programmed by means of two different methods: i) by physically in-
teracting with the real robot via the teach pendant/hand-guiding (on-
line); ii) by virtual interaction, that is using a simulation and offline
programming (OLP) software tool, with whom it is possible to verify
and validate the robot code before the actual commissioning (offline).
For what concerns online methods, hand-guiding (Fig. 1) is becoming a
useful functionality for collaborative robots [34], which allows also
inexpert users to simply program the IR end-effector through a defined
path. Nonetheless, at the current state-of-the-art, precision positioning
via hand-guiding is still an issue requiring further investigations [35].
Therefore, although less intuitive and more time consuming, the teach
pendant is still widely used for several industrial tasks (e.g. assembly).

For what concerns offline methods, no physical robots neither aux-
iliary devices are required. They are indeed simulated offline by a
software capable of accurately replicating the IR behaviour and, in
particular, its motions in the 3D space. In practice, the operator defines
and validates the process within the OLP tool, with the possibility to
automatically generate the IR code ready to be loaded into the physical
systems. OLP is usually adopted in complex scenarios, offering different
advantages, such as:

• A digital simulation technology allowing to test different situations.
Robot trajectories, plant layout and process sequencing can be
evaluated in order to reduce (mostly by trial-and-error) cycle times
or (as shown in the present paper) energy consumption;
• Verification and validation tasks performed within a virtual en-
vironment, so that programming errors can be identified without
damaging the physical system;
• A programming phase that takes place independently from the
realization of the physical system (i.e. also before its actual com-
missioning). Such engineering practice allows to heavily reduce the
development times and the time-to-market, as well as to identify in
advance errors and designs flaws;
• The possibility for operators to work offline, thus avoiding interac-
tion with the potential dangerous zones of the physical cell;
• A robot code development phase, which is integrated into the OLP
tool, making it possible to control the code quality, thus establishing
best practices. In addition, the programming phase of complex op-
erations is eased, thanks to the use of high level languages and
graphical interfaces.

Robot simulation and offline programming tools have enabled the
realization of the most challenging applications (e.g. the automotive
body in white lines or complex part deburring), which otherwise would
have needed long and expensive tuning on the real plants. As an ex-
ample, Fig. 2 depicts an outlook of Delmia Robotics [14], the Dassault
Systèmes OLP tool: on the bottom left, the graphical programming in-
terface is visible; motions can be generated, modified and sequenced for
later play back.

Despite its advantages, OLP is still not widely adopted as standard
programming technique since it requires operators with specialized
skills, as it often happens with simulation and virtual engineering. Some
of the main OLP drawbacks are:
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• Need of a complete CAD model of the whole cell. In several in-
dustrial design practices the cells are designed only in part, with low
level of detail;
• Development of a simulation-ready model of the virtual plant: 3D
CAD models, kinematic relations, physical interactions and periph-
eral devices behaviour must be defined by skilled users;
• State-of-the-art simulation software tools are not able to adequately
simulate intelligent devices in the cell, such as PLCs, motor drives,
controllers, etc. Auxiliary code, written for the specific application,
is usually necessary to correctly simulate the process.

In any case, simulation tools are continuously evolving and the
Industry 4.0 paradigm is bringing the need of a full digital transfor-
mation, so that the adoption of robot offline programming and simu-
lation tools is increasing [36], as well as their performance and fea-
tures. Most of the major robot manufactures now offer a simulation
software specifically created for the simulation of their robots, e.g.
RobotStudio from ABB (Fig. 3) [15]. In any case, for what concerns the
industrial scenario, the inclusion of energy assessment/optimization
tools within such OLP environments surely represent a further step
forward for the realization of better-behaved robotic work-cells.

3. Overall IR system modelling

Industrial robots are mechatronic machines constituted by mechanic,
electric, and electronic components, all determining the total power
consumption. For an accurate estimation of the total energy flow, a
complete mechatronic model of the IR system is essential, modelling all
influential peripheral devices. As depicted in Fig. 4, components which
are taken into account are: i) the manipulator mechanical structure (in-
cluding the weight balancer); ii) the Permanent Magnet Synchronous
Motors (PMSM), along with their gearboxes and electromechanical
brakes; iii) the drive system devices (rectifier, inverters, DC-bus and
electrical brake resistor); iv) any auxiliary devices (e.g. control PC and
cooling fans). The model described hereafter is accurate enough for re-
trieving an accurate EC prediction but also general enough to be used for
most robots (i.e. with small or large payloads). The employed IR model
computes the EC starting from the robot joints trajectories (e.g. com-
puted within a robot simulation tool after the imposition of an end-ef-
fector path) and a series of data defining the mechatronic system. In the
following, the dynamic model of each mechatronic component is de-
scribed following back the system power flow.

Fig. 1. Hand guiding programming for collaborative IR, [37].

Fig. 2. Delmia Robotics robot OLP and simulation tool, [14].

Fig. 3. ABB RobotStudio with its Virtual FlexPendant, [15].

Fig. 4. Components contributing to IR energy consumption.

Fig. 5. Robot end-effector velocity when executing a linear motion with dif-
ferent velocity and acceleration limits.
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3.1. Mechanical components

The procedure for the EC computation starts within a robot simu-
lation tool, where the user specifies an end-effector geometric path and
imposes certain values for the maximum velocity and acceleration
parameters, which are settable also in the controller when program-
ming a real robot motion. As a simple example, let us consider an IR
performing a linear movement.

In this case, Fig. 5 reports an example of end-effector speed for
different values of velocity and acceleration limits: the black curve
depicts the original trajectory, whereas the blue and the red curves
respectively show a case where either velocity limit only or acceleration
limit only are reduced, modifying the corresponding parameters in the
robot code. Given the end-effector path and its velocity/acceleration
limits, the robot simulation tool computes the IR joint trajectories by
inverse kinematics. As an example, Fig. 6 reports the angular velocity of
the first robot joint when executing the linear motions depicted in
Fig. 6. Once the joint trajectories are known, the motor torque can be
computed with standard procedures. In particular, a typical IR me-
chanical structure is composed by a series of rigid links connected by
revolute joints whose torques can be computed using the well-known
Lagrange formulation [38]. Indicating with τj the 6 × 1 vector of joint
torques and with q, q and q̈ the 6 × 1 vectors of joint position, velocity
and acceleration, for each time instant, it is possible to write:

= + + +H q q C q q q q J q f( ) ¨ ( , ) ( ) ( )j g
T (1)

where H is the 6 × 6 symmetric, positive-definite inertia matrix. C is
the 6 × 6 matrix such that Cq is the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal
terms. τg is the 6 × 1 vector of gravity terms. JT is the transpose of the
6 × 6 IR Jacobian matrix, J, which is multiplied for the 6 × 1 vector,
f,of the external forces and torques applied on the end-effector.

In parallel, common anthropomorphic arms, due to the geometry of
the system, are characterized by high torque loads acting on the second
link. In fact, when the IR end-effector reaches the far most position from
its base, torque demands on the second joint increase (in order to hold
the IR gravimetric load). To reduce such undesired effect, especially
when dealing with IR characterized by rather high payloads, a balan-
cing mechanism is usually provided. The IR balancer is usually com-
posed by either mechanical springs or hydro-pneumatic cylinders
mounted between the first and the second links. With reference to
Fig. 7, the balancing system can be modelled with the following
equations:

= +
=

=

= +
= +

=

d x y
l d r

q q

l d r r
f k l l f
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( cos ) ( sin )
( )

b b
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f
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dr

l

2 2

0

2, 0 2

2 2

0 0
sin
f (2)

where xb and yb define the position of the spring mounting point on the
first link with respect to the second joint axis, r is the spring force acting
radius, q2, bal0 is the second joint angular position in which the balancer
torque is null, ks is the spring constant and f0 the spring pre-load. The
torque τb is used to correct the second joint torque obtained with Eq.
(1). As known, the required joint torques characteristics are not com-
patible with common electrical motors, so that gear reducers (generally
with high reduction ratios) are employed. Henceforth, the torque, τm,
and velocity, qm, required to the six motors can be computed as:

= + +Gm j i f
1 (3a)

=q Gqm (3b)

where G is a 6 × 6 gear reduction ratio matrix. The terms τi and τf
stand for 6 × 1 vectors of torque contributions due to inertias and
frictions, which can be computed as:

= +J J q( ) ¨i g m m (4a)

= +K q K qsign( )f c m v m (4b)

where Jg and Jm are, respectively, 6 × 6 matrices of the gears and the
motors inertias measured at the motors shaft axis, whereas Kc and Kv
are 6 × 6 matrices of Coulomb and viscous friction coefficients also
referred to the motors shaft. To obtain better results, Kc is not constant
but related to the load with:

= +K A G Babs ( )C j
1 (5)

where A and B are 6 × 6 matrices of the load dependent Coulomb
friction parameter. The abs() function computes the element-wise ab-
solute value of its argument.

3.2. Electric motors

Due to their high dynamic characteristics, Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Motors (PMSM) are typically used in industrial robots
[39]. These motors generally present permanent magnets on the rotor
and three-phase windings on the stator, which require to be correctly
controlled by the drive system. For purposes of this work, a lumped
parameter model of an equivalent DC-motor is used, the dynamic be-
haviour of each of the IR motors being governed by the following
equations:

= +

= + +
=

= +

V RI R I

V RI L pK q
K I

I I I

m m c m c

m m
dI

dt v m

m t m t

m m c m t

,

,

, ,

m t,

(5)

where Vm and Im are the motor equivalent voltage and current, R, L and
Rc are respectively the stator resistance, the stator inductance and the
core resistance used for efficiently model PMSM core losses, similar to
[40]. The terms Im, c and Im, t indicate the current flowing through the
core resistance and the current generating the torque. At last, the terms
Kv, Kt and p respectively indicate the back emf constant, the torque
constant and the number of pole pairs. As shown in [40], this equiva-
lent model parameters are related to the real PMSM phase parameters
by a multiplying factor of 3/2.

Starting from required motor shafts torques and velocities computed

Fig. 6. Angular velocity of the first robot joint when executing a linear motion
with different velocity and acceleration limits.
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from Eq. (3a and b), it is possible to calculate the required motor
equivalent voltage and current solving the system of Eq. (5). Then, the
instantaneous power, Pm, delivered to the motor is simply given by:

=P V Im m m (6)

Note that, for security issues, common IR motors are equipped with
normally closed brakes, that are kept opened during the motions and
released (after a predefined period, tb) whenever the robot is stationary.
During operation, a little power flow, Pbr, excites some solenoids
keeping the brakes open. This energy flow is automatically stopped in
case of power failures, thus causing the brakes release and avoiding
dangerous situations. Whenever the brakes are closed, the IR is kept
stationary and the PMSM do not consume energy. Theoretically, a re-
duction of tb always leads to an energy benefit. Nonetheless, some
practical limitations should be accounted for, such as:

• IR brakes can naturally provide a limited life before failure (i.e. a
limited number of switching cycles). Therefore, the time period tb
cannot be decreased over a certain threshold, since such reduction
would increase the number of brake switches, thus reducing the IR
lifecycle.
• Brakes switching produces vibrations that may not be acceptable in
some situations [19].

In any case, the power consumption to keep the brakes opened will
be taken into account hereafter for the computation of the total IR
energy consumption.

3.3. Drive system

The drive system comprises the group of components between the
mains (i.e. the electric energy source) and the motors, with the aim of
correctly modulating the electrical power for motors alimentation. A
schematic diagram for the drive components and their connections for
an actual IR is given in Fig. 8 and explained in the following. Starting
from the three-phase mains, a rectifier creates a common DC-bus from
which the six motors draw the required power modulated through six
inverters. This architecture allows for energy exchange between mo-
tors, in fact during braking phases, energy is pumped into the DC-bus
and used by other motors or stored into the capacitance causing an
increasing of the DC-bus voltage. For security issues, a braking resistor

intervenes whenever the DC-bus voltage exceeds a predefined limit,
thus dissipating energy and restoring the voltage within a secure
threshold. The abovementioned drive components dynamic behaviour
can be predicted using complex and very accurate models [41,42],
which however require a deep knowledge of their electrical and logical
architecture, generally unknown for industrial robots. For the purpose
of EC prediction, simpler yet accurate models have been developed and
briefly reported hereafter.

The inverter model is based on the simple power balance:

= +P P Pinv m loss inv, (7)

where the inverter input power, Pinv, is the sum of the power required
by the connected motor, Pm, computed with Eq. (6), and the inverter
losses, Ploss, inv, computed as:

= +P K I K Iloss inv c m sw m,
2 (8)

where the terms Kc and Ksw are the conduction and switching-losses
coefficients used to compute the respective losses terms, both related to
the motor current Im computed in Eq. (5). With the knowledge of the
power required by each inverter, it is possible to estimate the behaviour
of the DC-bus, namely its voltage, Vdc, the energy stored into the ca-
pacitance, Ec, and the energy dissipated through the braking resistance,
Er. The adopted governing equations are:

= + + =
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= =E CV P dt1
2c dc

t

t

c
2

0 (12)

where Pdc is the power entering the DC-bus, Pc the power flowing into
the capacitance, Pr the power dissipated through the brake resistance,
and Pinv, i is the power required by the i-th inverter. The DC-bus
minimum voltage Vdc, min is imposed by the mains AC-grid; for standard
European three-phase 400 V AC-grid, Vdc, min≈565 V. The DC-bus
maximum voltage depends on the robot system and it is usually set
around 700 V. The energy stored into the capacitor, Ec, depends on its
capacitance, C. As initial condition, it is reasonably assumed

=V t V( )dc dc min0 , , meaning no energy stored inside the bus capacitance.
A schematic depicting the qualitative DC-bus voltage behaviour as
imposed by Eqs. (9–12) is shown in Fig. 9.

Now, similar to the inverters, the rectifier input power, Prec, is
computed correlating its losses to the current flowing into the DC-bus,
Idc:

=I P V/dc dc dc (13a)

= +P P Prec dc loss rec, (13b)

= +P K I K Iloss rec c dc sw dc,
2 (13c)

Using this model, the power flow computation concerning rectifier
and each inverter requires two parameters, namely Kc and Ksw, which
can be identified using identification techniques, described in e.g. [43]
and related references.

Fig. 7. Gravity balancer system and its model scheme.
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3.4. Other constant losses

The components described above can predict the power flow from
the mains to the mechanical linkage system. However, for a correct EC
prediction, the model must account also for other energy losses, e.g.
cooling fans and electronics. Generally, the power consumption of these
devices is considered constant. On the other hand, two different states
are considered hereafter, which are correlated with the brakes state. In
fact, when brakes are closed, parts of the system are automatically
switched to a standby mode, consuming considerably less energy.

=P
P
P

if brakes are closed
if brakes are openedconst

standby

operative (14)

Finally, the total IR power consumption, Pir, is obtained as:

= +P P Pir rec const (15)

The total energy that the IR draws from the mains in the time in-
terval [0, T] is, then, given by:

=E P t dt( )ir

T

ir
0 (16)

4. Computation of a single motion energy consumption

4.1. The generalized motion

Usually, a production process requires robot motions with fixed
duration, e.g. when the preceding and following motions are process
relevant and not modifiable. In case the robot is held in standstill, the

motors have to produce the required holding torque until the brakes are
released. The energy consumed during the waiting time must be taken
into account for a correct energy optimization, so that a convenient
approach is to conceptually consider each robot motion as a sequence of
a moving phase and a steady phase. Doing so, the EC of this generalized
motion can be computed as the sum of the two phases, such that:

= +E P t dt P t dt( ) ( )ir gmov

T

ir

E

T

T

ir

E

,
0

mov

ir mov

mov

fix

ir ste, , (17)

where Tmov and Tfix are, respectively, the duration of the moving phase
and the total fixed available time for the motion. Starting form this
general case, motions without the steady phase or without the moving
phase can be easily obtained respectively setting =T Tfix mov or =T 0mov .
Obviously, the condition Tmov≤ Tfix must be always verified, otherwise
the motion is considered infeasible.

4.2. Trajectory computation

Due to typical restrictions of actual IR controllers, it is not possible
to execute a generic trajectory. The programmers make use of the basic
commands provided by the robot manufacturers for defining the spatial
path that the robot end-effector has to follow, although having no
possibilities to exactly impose the evolution in time of such motion
(trajectory). The trajectory can be approximately modified by setting
several motion parameters (with specific code), such as maximum ve-
locity and acceleration limits, but the exact relation of these parameters
with the trajectory formula is unknown and protected as trade secret by
the robot manufacturer. In the past, robot programmers considered this
restriction as a simplification; common practice was to run the robot at
the maximum speed allowed by the process with the only intent to
comply with the imposed cycle time. In parallel, the predictive simu-
lation of the production line became more and more important leading
to the definition of the Realistic Robot Simulation (RRS) interface, [18].
Each manufacturer provides a Robot Controller Simulation (RCS) specific
module, which works as a black-box computing the trajectories with the
same algorithms used in the real controller. Today the RRS-interface is
the world-wide de-facto standard for precise simulation of robot motion
behaviour. In this work, Delmia Robotics V5 (from Dassault Systèmes)
was used as simulation environment taking advantage of the accurate
trajectory computation retrieved by the RCS module relative to a KUKA
KR C4 controller connected to a KUKA Quantec KR 210 R2700 prime
robot. After the simulation within Delmia, information about IR joint
trajectory can be exported into a file.

4.3. Energy consumption computation

With reference to Fig. 10a, a Matlab implementation of the IR model
described in Section 3 uses the Delmia Robotics simulation data to
compute the IR moving phase EC and corrects it by summing the steady
phase EC (computed on the basis of the available time for the motion).
Since a single motion is analysed, a correct initial condition of the
system must be imposed: it is assumed that at the initial instant no
usable energy is stored into the DC-bus capacitance, so that the system
is stationary. This hypothesis is the most logical one if only one motion
is considered, since it is impossible to determine the initial state
without simulating the entire robot cycle (planned in future works).

Fig. 9. Behaviour of the robot DC-bus voltage in different situations.

Fig. 8. Schematic of the drive system components.
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5. Determining optimal motion parameters

As mentioned before, robot tasks are actually programmed using
motion commands provided by the manufacturer, which define the
interpolating trajectory between determined targets. Each command
requires the definition of some parameters to be set by the programmer
in function of the desired motion characteristics. The actual program-
ming trend is uniquely based on a time criterion, so that the task mo-
tions parameters are chosen as to complete the desired operations
within the imposed cycle time. No attention is usually paid to the robot
EC mainly because of the lack of adequate tools for assisting the de-
signer on this purpose. Only in last years, with the continuously in-
creasing attention to energy efficiency, some simulation software (e.g.
ABB RobotStudio [16]) implemented the computation of an estimate of
the robot energy consumption, however without providing any built-in
optimization routine. In order to fill this lack, a tool is developed which
integrates with state of the art simulation software, with the aim of
assisting the programmer in an accurate choice of the motion para-
meters. Respect to other solutions (see [23] for an adequate literature
review), this tool focuses on ease of use and seamless integration with
state of the art IR controllers, in order to generate ready-to-use robot
code which fully implements the energy-optimal trajectories calculated.
To this purpose, as said, two commonly settable parameters have been
chosen for their effectiveness and frequent use, namely the velocity and
acceleration limits of the motion, although the method could be easily
extended considering every other freely adjustable parameter.

The tool is conceived for real-life industrial use, and it is designed to
support robot engineers to quickly optimize the energy consumption of
robot motions, without requiring high-level expertise and with a lim-
ited effort and computing time. Furthermore, the tool can optimize the
EC of any robot motion, even with a fixed motion time, with the only
exception of those subjected to velocity constraints (e.g. gluing or laser
welding paths, where the end effector must be very accurate in keeping
a constant velocity), while it could also be integrated in energy-optimal
operation scheduling tools, providing further gains.

5.1. Motion parameters analysis

As an example, a standard linear motion has been analysed varying
the imposed limits of velocity v, and acceleration, a. At first, a series of
simulations has been executed in Delmia Robotics changing both v and a
on a predefined grid of combinations. The process has been automated
using a Python script, which repetitively sets the parameters within
Delmia Robotics, runs the simulation and exports the results into a file.

Secondly, for each generated file, the generalized motion EC has been
computed as explained in Section 4. Thirdly, the obtained information
has been analysed and graphically arranged to be better interpretable.
In Fig. 11, data are presented as a combination of a colour map in-
dicating the motion EC and an isoline contour map showing the moving
phase time duration.

The corresponding limits of (maximum) velocity and acceleration
are expressed on the axes as percentage of the robot maximum ones.
This kind of plot clearly shows the dependence of the energy con-
sumption on the imposed parameters and permits to find the optimal
ones, indicated by the “X” point. It is interesting to see that, for a given
motion time, the EC can be reduced by simply setting the velocity and
acceleration limits with the command instructions available in any IR
control code. Furthermore, the proposed method can be used to en-
hance the EC saving potentials not only for a single task (as done in this
paper) but also for a complete cycle, composed of multiple motions and
IR standstill times, previously modified by leveraging on the traditional
time-scaling approach described in [18]. For comparison purposes, in
Fig. 12, the data are also arranged into another form. The red line is the
Energy Signature of the analysed motion obtained with a linear trajec-
tory scaling of the fastest possible motion [18]. The blue area indicates
the motion times and energy consumptions obtainable changing the
velocity and acceleration limits. It is evident that a better minimum of
energy can be reached tuning the motion parameter instead of linearly
scaling the trajectory. The Energy Signature of a robot motion has been
defined in [44] as the analytical formulation of the robot EC as function
of the task execution time, and it has been successfully exploited for
time-scaling approaches [18]. On the other hand, in this paper, the
concept of Energy Signature is radically extended, defining it as the
representation of the robot EC as function of any motion and/or IR
parameters (in the present work such parameters being the maximum
velocity and acceleration limits). It is important to underline that the
proposed approach is better performing in terms of EC reduction as well
as it is much easier to adopt in industrial practice, since it has been
natively conceived to be seamlessly implemented within state of the art
industrial controllers. In fact, in other relevant works [10], energy-
optimal trajectories can be realized only with robot vendor unique
features (i.e. Emily driver, available only for KUKA robots) [45], which
introduce drastic limitations in the usability of the code and are very
rarely used in industrial practice, only for unconventional tasks. Fur-
thermore, the proposed approach could be used to compute the EC with
either the model-based approach previously described, but also (alter-
natively) by either exploiting the robot vendor proprietary “black box”
tools or any other method retrieving an adequate EC prediction.

Fig. 10. Schematic of the procedure for motion parameter analysis (a) and optimization (b).
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5.2. The optimization tool

With the just described motion analysis an enormous quantity of
information has been retrieved, which permits an accurate under-
standing of the motion EC. However, usual practical cases only require
the knowledge of the energy-optimal parameters. To reach this intent
with the minimal computational effort, an optimization procedure has
been created, the conceptual scheme being illustrated in Fig. 10b. The
software package Matlab controls the optimization process through a
pattern search algorithm aimed at minimizing the generalized motion
EC with the nonlinear constraint of the fixed motion duration. The
objective function involves a Python script for setting the optimization
parameters in Delmia Robotics, run the simulation and export the tra-
jectory data file, which is used for the energy computation (as described
in Section 4). At the end of the process, the optimal motion parameters
are retrieved. The optimization of the motion previously analysed re-
quires 33 simulation loops and produces results matching those deri-
vable from the map in Fig. 11 confirming the validity of the approach. It
is interesting to underline that 98% of the computational time is spent

for the computation of the trajectory. This is principally due to the
limited functionalities offered by Delmia Robotics in the automation of
the simulation process. Furthermore, not much attention has been de-
voted to the script efficiency, since this objective goes beyond the
purposes of this work. On the other hand, an integration of these pro-
cedures directly into the simulation software can enormously increase
the computational efficiency offering a useful tool for an energy effi-
cient programming.

6. Experimental validation

6.1. Measurement method and tools

In order to validate the results obtained via the proposed optimi-
zation tools, a set of experiments have been executed on an industrial
robot KUKA KR210 R2700 prime, one of the most common robot used in
automotive body in white assembly lines. Experimental assessments
have been made by measuring the electrical power flow through the
wires between the IR cabinet and the mains grid, so as to take into
account the overall IR energy consumption. In particular, the mea-
surement of three-phase electrical loads to retrieve the power con-
sumption requires the concurrent estimation of voltages and currents
for each line. With reference to Figs. 13 and 14, three active differential
probes Testec TT-SI 9002 have been used to reduce the mains grid
voltages (400 V AC) to acceptable values for an acquisition device, i.e.
in the range ± 10 V. In addition, current measurements have been
performed via three clamps Chauvin Arnoux PAC 22, namely Hall-effect
current clamps allowing to estimate direct and alternating currents up
to 1400A, with a bandwidth up to 10 kHz. Measured currents are
transformed into proportional voltages in the range ± 10 V. Analog
signals coming from differential probes and current clamps have been
acquired using a Data Translation DT9826 acquisition module, that al-
lows to monitor 8 analog signals, in the range of ± 10 V, with 24 bit
resolution, at a maximum frequency of 41.666 kHz. Digitalized data are
transferred to a PC using an USB connection. The acquisition module
can be configured and controlled through the connected PC using dif-
ferent software tools provided by the module manufacturer. All
equipment and other accessory devices (transformers, connectors, etc.)
have been arranged into a practical box (Fig. 13), equipped with con-
nectors allowing an easy installation between the IR and the mains grid,
connections being illustrated in the schematic of Fig. 14. In practice,
current clamps measure the current flowing into each line, while the
differential probes measure the tension between lines and neutral wires.
Transduced signals in the range of ± 10 V are acquired by the mea-
surement module with a sampling rate of 40 kHz and sent to the PC.

The adopted equipment retrieves as output the instantaneous values
of voltage and current for each line, which need to be elaborated to
obtain the information of interest. Starting from the measurements of
voltage, vl, and current, il, for each line, =l 1, 2, 3, the total in-
stantaneous power consumption can be obtained as:

= =
= =

P P v i·tot
l

l
l

l l
1

3

1

3

(18)

In most of the currently industrially adopted electric devices, the
electrical power enters the system through a diode rectifier. The effect
of the diodes causes impulsive flowing of the currents that reach high
values in short periods of time. Accounting for this effect, to obtain
good measurements, a high acquisition frequency is required: data have
been acquired synchronously with a frequency of 40 kHz.

Fig. 11. Energy consumption (colour map) and motion time (isolines) as
function of velocity and acceleration limits. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 12. Energy Signature (red line) compared to possible EC variations when
varying velocity & acceleration (blue area). (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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6.2. Experimental tests

Actual experiments have been performed by enforcing the end-
effector of the KUKA KR210 R2700 prime either through a PtP motion
programmed in the joint space or a linear path programmed in the
operational space (thus imposing the motion of all six IR joints). All
motions have been tested at varying velocity and acceleration limits,
the path starts from point1 (X 1860.0, Y 1620.0, Z 1520.0, A 0.0, B
90.0, C 0.0, S 22, T 27) to point2 (X −745.0, Y 1300.0, Z 215.0, A
90.0, B 90.0, C 0.0, S 22, T 27; coordinates are given using KUKA
standard), and it has been chosen together with a robot system in-
tegrator. As for the payload, three particular load case scenarios have
been considered, namely no external load (hereafter referred to as
Load Type 1, Fig. 15a), IR carrying a metal bar with uniform cross
section and mass equalling 66 Kg (hereafter referred to as Load Type 2,
Fig. 15b), IR carrying a metal bar with non-uniform cross section and
mass equalling 133 Kg (hereafter referred to as Load Type 3, Fig. 15c).
In all cases, the closing time of the IR electromechanical brakes has
been set to 1 s. In addition, several repetitions have been performed in
order to allow the IR to reach a stable operational condition (i.e. a
stable working temperature). In such case, taking into account the
inevitable measurement errors and environmental variations, the
discrepancy between the EC model prediction and the measured value
being always trustworthy (as previously proven by the authors in
[46]). For what concerns the model parameters, the IR inertial

properties and reducers parameters are confidential data from the IR
manufacturer (also retrievable via well-known identification techni-
ques [24]), whereas PMSM and drive system parameters have been
retrieved resorting to the method described in [43]. Similarly to
Fig. 11, experimental measurements are collected in colour maps
providing the IR energy consumption and motion time (isolines) as
function of the imposed velocity and acceleration limits. Numerical
values for either Joint PtP or Linear motions and Load Types 1, 2, and
3 are shown in Fig. 16. In addition, the condition of maximum and
minimum energy consumption for these three are summarized in
Tables 1 and 2. In particular, note that both tables reports the actual
parameters to be selected by the user on the real IR controller: Table 1,
which depicts the case of PtP joint motions, reports the values of
Velocity and Acceleration Limits as percentage, 100% naturally re-
presenting the maximum imposable value; Table 2, which depicts the
case of linear end-effector motion, reports the maximum values of
velocity and acceleration (expressed in m/s and m/s2) reached by the
end-effector during its motion. For what concerns, Joint PtP motions,
Table 1 highlights the possibility to reduce the energy consumption
from values of 9.3 kJ, 13.0 kJ, and 12.5 kJ (corresponding to the IR
operating at maximum joint speed and acceleration) to values of
6.4 kJ, 9.3 kJ, and 8.5 kJ (corresponding to the IR operating at speed
and acceleration obtained via the proposed optimization procedure),
the EC reduction being 31.2%, 28.4%, and 32% respectively. For what
concerns linear end-effector motions, Table 2 highlights the possibility

Fig. 13. Equipment for electrical measurements arranged into an “energy measurement box”.

Fig. 14. Schematic of the electrical connections inside the measurement box.
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to reduce the energy consumption from values of 10.1 kJ, 11.0 kJ, and
12.2 kJ (corresponding to the IR operating at its maximum speed and
acceleration) to values of 8.1 kJ, 9.0 kJ, and 10.2 kJ (corresponding to
the IR operating at speed and acceleration obtained via the proposed
optimization procedure), the EC reduction being 19.8%, 18.2%, and
16.4% respectively. Such results confirm the validity and effectiveness
of the proposed approach, while, for a correct comparative evaluation
with other solutions, it must be noted that other works (e.g. [10]) do
not take into account the relevant contribution of the energy drawn by
the IR cabinet (which would heavily reduce the final EC reduction
values reported in such literature) and also obtain EC reduction by
enforcing time scaling in those standstills which are claimed to be

artefacts of the internal IR path-planner (which are either required by
process constraints and therefore cannot be eliminated, or they may
be eliminated by simply interlacing the motions via standard pro-
gramming techniques). In fact, the present work deals with single
robot motion optimization, besides, the method could be subsequently
integrated with energy-optimal operation scheduling tools. Finally, it
is interesting to note that these energy-optimal values are not trivial.
In particular, the experimental activity highlights that, generically
speaking, reducing velocity and acceleration as much as possible
(within the limits enforced by the production constraints) does not
always lead to a reduction in energy consumption, thus further con-
firming the practical usefulness of the Energy Signature concept.

Table 1
Conditions of maximum and minimum energy consumption for Joint PtP motions.

Maximum energy consumption condition Minimum energy consumption condition
Load type Velocity limit Acceleration limit Energy consumption Velocity limit Acceleration limit Energy consumption

1 100% 100% 9300 J 20% 90% 6400 J
2 100% 100% 13000 J 20% 100% 9300 J
3 100% 100% 12500 J 30% 50% 8500 J

Table 2
Conditions of maximum and minimum energy consumption for linear end-effector motions.

Maximum energy consumption condition Minimum energy consumption condition
Load type Velocity limit Acceleration limit Energy consumption Velocity limit Acceleration limit Energy consumption

1 1.7m/s 10m/s2 10100 J 0.68m/s 4m/s2 8100 J
2 1.7m/s 10m/s2 11000 J 0.68m/s 10m/s2 9000 J
3 1.7m/s 10m/s2 12200 J 0.68m/s 6m/s2 10200 J

Fig. 15. (a) Load Type 1: no additional load applied on the IR end effector. (b) Load Type 2: beam with uniform cross section mounted on the IR end effector. (c) Load
Type 3: beam with uniform cross section mounted on the IR end effector.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper a novel energy consumption optimization method,
based on the intensive use of a complete and accurate industrial robot
model, has been proposed. In particular, starting from accurate trajec-
tories exported from simulations in Delmia Robotics environment, a
robot motion has been analysed, obtaining the relation between the
adjustable motion parameters and the energy consumption. Simulation
results show that an accurate choice of the motion velocity and accel-
eration limits can lead to meaningful energy consumption reduction.
Owing to this observation, a practical tool has been developed for as-
sisting the designer in the robot energy efficient programming, by re-
trieving the optimal motion parameter combination also considering
available time constraints. In addition, a structured experimental ac-
tivity, developed on a single robot subjected to different loading con-
ditions, has also been performed. In particular, the robot energy con-
sumption has been retrieved by measuring the electrical power flow
through the grid (i.e. by considering every actual source of power loss

and/or storage). Experimental results confirm the validity of the pro-
posed approach, highlighting that, due to the non-trivial nature of the
modelled systems, an unbounded reduction of robot speed and accel-
eration does not consequently mean a reduction of energy expenditure.
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